O

ngoing changes in the real estate industry
coupled with the unprecedented impacts
of COVID-19 have brought wider
acceptance of alternative valuation methods that
make it possible to render an accurate assessment
of a property without an appraiser ever setting foot
inside.
More importantly, using these tools sequentially
can provide credit unions extra assurance that risk is
being properly managed at an affordable cost. As the
pandemic recedes, using remote valuation tools in a
waterfall series could become the industry standard.
The valuation challenge has been
present for more than a decade, along
with a national shortage of appraisers
that shows no indication of rebounding. The industry is reporting a 20%
decline in licensed, certified residential
and certified general appraisers over
the last decade. This shortage of qualified appraisers has led to delays, especially in rural and underserved areas
and significantly impacts lenders by
extending rate locks, impeding credit
availability and delaying closings for
many borrowers.
THE PRESSURES OF A PANDEMIC
And now, enter the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. Since March of
this year, COVID-19 stay-at-home
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Modern Valuation Waterfalls
Help to Overcome Industry
Challenges
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“

act with current real estate
orders have prevented many
data, giving them a remote
appraisers from performing
view of the condition of the
interior home inspections.
Innovators in the property and surrounding
And, the pressures on the
industry have comparables.
mortgage process threatened
harnessed
data
These platforms give the
to halt transactions across the
country.
and technology user access to photos, maps
In response, the government
to build tools and other data simultaneously, leveraging thousands
sponsored enterprises (GSEs)
and alternative of data points to identify patreleased modified appraisal
valuation
terns that can be measured
guidelines allowing exteriorproducts that and translated. These interaconly or desktop appraisals
through June 30, 2020. These
lenders have tive resources provide access
temporary appraisal flexibili- used for HELOCs, to valuable real property data
which could be used to help
ties—while necessary—inherappraisal reviews appraisers perform exterior
ently heighten the collateral
risk for lenders because the and a variety of and/or desktop appraisals in
other cases.
the age of COVID-19.
appraiser must make a judgThese platforms are being
ment without first-hand auused in a variety of contexts
thentication of the property
and could be used for apFannie Mae acknowledged
praisal quality control or to provide a
this in Lender Letter LL-2020-04, “recsecondary value to lenders. Best of all,
ognizing that the appraiser may have to
technology and automation make this
rely on information from an interested
product a quick and affordable valuathird party to the transaction.”
tion option.
A key to mitigating this increased
Automated
Valuation
Models
risk can be found in solutions that al(AVMs) also use real estate data and
ready exist. For years, innovators in the
technology to generate an estimated
industry have harnessed data and techproperty value. AVMs apply sophistinology to build tools and alternative
cated statistical modeling to a database
valuation products that lenders have
of historical property values and sales
used for HELOCs, appraisal reviews
information. The best AVMs provide
and a variety of other cases.
a confidence score that show the estiSeveral companies have obtained acmated accuracy of the value.
cess to Multiple ListAVMs have a wide range of use cases,
ing Service (MLS)
from pre-qualifying borrowers to bulk
data from one or
portfolio valuation analysis. Again,
more MLSs and have
In a hybrid
technology and automation make
used that data to deappraisal, the full velop a range of modAVMs fast and low-cost.
A more robust approach is the hyappraisal report ern valuation prodbrid
appraisal, also sometimes called a
ucts
and
approaches
is completed
bifurcated appraisal or evaluation, which
that are now finding
by a licensed
is a combination of a traditional appraisal
more acceptance as
or certified
and a desktop appraisal. The full appraisal
the industry seeks alappraiser, but ternatives to the tradireport is completed by a licensed or certified appraiser, but an inspection is
an inspection is tional appraisal.
done by another party, such as a real
done by another
estate agent or property inspector.
ALTERNATIVES
party, such as a
Thanks to the recent appraisal
TO TRADITIONAL
real estate agent APPRAISALS
threshold increase by the National
or property
Credit Union Administration (NCUA)
An excellent examBoard, hybrid appraisals can be used in
ple
of
this
involves
inspector.
place of a full traditional appraisal for
the interactive valuresidential real estate transactions beation platforms that
low $400,000.
allow users to inter-
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USING A WATERFALL SEQUENCE
Each of these valuation approaches
has a place in a modern credit union’s
valuation strategy that is customized
to suit their organization’s unique risk
tolerances. By applying them in a waterfall sequence, sometimes called a
cascade, credit unions can assess collateral risk—even on properties that are
difficult to access—through the most
appropriate and cost-efficient solution.
For example, if a property is inaccessible because of COVID-19 lockdown
orders, an appraiser could request photos from the Realtor or homeowner
and use an interactive valuation platform with access to aggregated MLS
data to verify that the photos provided
match current photos of the property.
The lender could then pull an AVM to
verify the quality of the data.
If there’s a more than 10% variance
between the desktop appraisal and
AVM result, the waterfall logic may require a hybrid appraisal as a secondary
valuation. Through this sequence, the
lender has satisfaction in the accuracy
of the property value, all without a full
appraisal.
The NCUA’s decision to raise the
appraisal threshold not only provides
long-term regulatory relief to credit
unions, it signals a shift in the industry
toward more modern risk-based solutions.
As we grapple with the challenges of
COVID-19, data and technology can
help us mitigate risk in the appraisal
process, and provide a path forward
that is more tailored to the unique risk
tolerances of credit unions.
Tony Bruschi is the
Vice President and
Enterprise National
Account Manager for
Radian, which provides
private mortgage
insurance and related
Tony Bruschi
risk management
products and services
among those solutions. He has also
managed Radian’s secondary marketing
team, inside sales support, Wall Street
sales, and various segment strategies,
including credit union sales.
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